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Instructions
WARNING:

LM-02F-325 includes:

1 – Polished Rear cover

We highly recommend using a motorcycle jack/lift for this install to take
the weight off the rear tire. This is an install at your own risk. If you are
not capable to install successfully then we highly suggest you take this
item to a professional shop.

Suggestions for install:

1) Start off by putting your motorcycle on a stable lift so you
can take some of the weight off the rear tire.
2) Remove the 32mm axel nut and washer. (see FIG.1)
3) On the other side of the rear wheel loosen the 12mm hex
bolt that pinches the swing arm around the axel. (see FIG.2)
4) Remove, rear brake caliper bolt, 6mm Allen tool. (see FIG.3)
5) If the motorcycle is stable on the proper lift with a little
pressure on the rear wheel. You should be able to push the
axel through the swing arm, so you can remove the rear brake
caliper and bracket off to the side. (see FIG.4)
6) Remove the wheel spacer, so you can install the New wheel
cover.
7) It’s your choice to remove the rotor and have it polished.
8) It’s highly suggested to use a little silicone around the inside
lip of the brake rotor, so when the wheel cover sits in place it
will secure to the wheel to reduce vibration. (see FIG.5)
9) Install the new wheel cover then the wheel spacer.
10) Reinstall all the steps in reverse order and always refer to
your factory manual for the proper install and torque specs.

Please send us a picture of your Nice bike™.
Please contact our Tech support if you have any issues or questions about install
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